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Product Use and Care
#2485 Ice Cream Sandwich Maker

Create ice cream sandwiches easily right at home with our exclusive Ice Cream Sandwich Maker. The
cylinder keeps ice cream smooth and even. Rubber ring cleans cylinder each time it's used to
minimize mess. Makes sandwiches about 3 inches in diameter.
Carefully read Use and Care before using.
Use and Care
1. Place small end of clear cylinder on flat surface. Gently press platform into cylinder with
flat side up.
2. Place cookie, flat side up, on platform. If cookie is too large, place on cutting board and
trim off edges with large end of cylinder by pressing down over cookie.
3. Scoop desired amount of ice cream (about 2 scoops) on cookie and spread evenly with back
of Ice Cream Dipper. Top with second cookie, flat side down.
4. To remove sandwich, place platform on top of plunger and push cylinder downward.




Will accommodate many types of cookies from bakeries and grocery stores. Can also use
with home made cookies. Use small end of cylinder to cut rolled raw cookie dough.
Wash prior to first use; all pieces are dishwasher-safe when placed away from heating
element.

Creative Uses
 Instead of cookies, try brownies or crispy rice cereal treats. Prepare pan of food as recipe
directs, allow to cool. Cut food to correct size using large end of cylinder.
 When preparing home made cookies, use a 3 tablespoon capacity scoop to portion dough
prior to baking. If necessary, trim baked, cooled cookies with large end of cylinder.
 For a perfect finishing touch, roll sides of assembled ice cream sandwich in nuts, sprinkles,
chopped candies, mini chocolate chips, or toasted coconut.
 Sandwiches can be prepared ahead of time; wrap in plastic wrap and freeze until ready to
serve.
Guarantee
 One-year guarantee for noncommercial use. Refer to sales receipt for details.

